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SUMMARY 
This thesis reports on a theoretical investigation of lossless 
networks containing a limited number of controlled sources„ The inves-
tigation resulted in (a) the derivation of some necessary conditions on 
the driving-point admittance of a lossless one-port network with one cur-
rent-controlled voltage source embedded in it and the development of a 
synthesis procedure for this class of networks when the driving-point 
admittance is prescribed and satisfies certain sufficient conditions^ 
(b) the development of a synthesis procedure for the lossless two-port 
network with two current-controlled voltage sources embedded in it when 
the admittance matrix is prescribed and satisfies certain sufficient con-
ditionSo Throughout this thesis it is assumed that the lossless networks 
without the controlled sources belong to the class of networks that are 
lumped^ linear^ finite,, passive^ bilateral, and time-invariant0 
For the lossless one-port network with one current-controlled volt-
age source embedded in it? an equation for the driving-point admittance 
is derived in terms of the coefficient of the controlled source and the 
admittance parameters of a lossless three-port network. From this equa-
tion and the necessary and sufficient conditions for lossless networks^ 
some necessary conditions are derivedo More specifically9 it is shown 
that for this class of networks the order of any j-axis pole or zero 
(including a possible pole or zero at infinity) cannot exceed two0 
The expression for the driving-point admittance derived from the 
network and the prescribed driving-point admittance are arranged so that 
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a set of parameters can be identified for a lossless three-port network 
in terms of even and odd parts of the numerator and denominator of the 
prescribed function,, Two of the ports are used for the controlled 
source0 The arrangement used for this identification resembles that 
of the Darlington method for realizing a positive real function as a 
driving-point admittance,, Using the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for lossless networks, a set of sufficient conditions is stated 
under which the prescribed function is realizable as a driving-point 
admittance of a network of this class0 
For the lossless N-port network with N current-controlled 
voltage sources embedded in it, the N x N admittance matrix is express 
in terms of the coefficients of the controlled sources and N x N sub-
matrices of the 3N x 3N admittance matrix of a lossless 3N-port net-
worko As the first step of the synthesis procedure for this class of 
networks^ an equation is given for choosing one of these submatrices 
when the N x N admittance matrix is prescribedc Equating the pre-
scribed admittance matrix to that derived from the network and making 
use of the submatrix that has already been chosen give the equation that 
must be satisfied if the synthesis procedure is to succeedo Separating 
this equation into even and odd parts allows another submatrix for the 
lossless 3N-port network to be identifiedo Also, a product of two 
submatrices can be identified. With the product of these two sub-
matrices being known, the two submatrices must be founds ioe0, the known 
matrix which has polynomial elements must be factoredo Other submatrice 
of the admittance matrix of the lossless 3N~port network can be chosen 
freely to facilitate the realization of that networko The connection of 
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the N controlled sources uses 2N of the ports leaving an N-port 
having the prescribed admittance matriXo The choices of the sub-
matrices discussed above constitute a synthesis procedure if the result-
ing 3N x 3N admittance matrix is realizable as a lossless 3N-port 
networko Using the necessary and sufficient conditions for lossless 
networks^ a set of sufficient conditions is stated under which the pre-
scribed N x N admittance matrix is realizable as an N-port network of 
this classo 
The sufficient conditions for the N-port synthesis procedure in-
clude the condition that a matrix of polynomials (depending on the pre-
scribed matrix) can be satisfactorily factored,, This matrix factoriza-
tion problem is the major difficulty of the synthesis procedureQ A 
technique exists by which some N x N matrices of polynomials can be 
factoredo This technique makes use of real zeros of the determinant of 
the given matrix and results in the removal of a matrix whose determinant 
has real zeros0 If the determinant of the given matrix does not have 
enough real zerosp the method fails0 
The special case of N = 2 is considered for the development of 
a matrix factorization technique using complex zeros„ By this technique 
a matrix whose determinant has a pair of conjugate complex zeros can be 
removed from the given rnatrix0 No real zeros are required in this proce-
durec The matrix that is factored out contains elements that are first-
degree polynomials or constants while the remaining factor has elements 
that are one degree lower than those of the given matriXo The suffi-
cient conditions for the removal of a matrix of first degree elements are 
very leniento Hence§ this technique along with that using real zeros 
Vlll 
makes it possible to factor most 2 x 2 matrices0 
An extension of the technique mentioned in the above paragraph 
is considered,, It is shown that if a given N x N matrix of poly-
nomials meets certain conditions, a matrix whose determinant has a pair 
of conjugate complex zeros can be removed from the given matrix0 The 
matrix that is factored out has first-degree or constant elements in 
the 2 x 2 submatrix of the upper left-hand corner and all other ele-
ments are constants while the first two columns of the remaining factor 
have elements that are one degree lower than the elements of the given 
matrixo By appropriately interchanging columns, this technique can be 
used to reduce the degree of the elements in columns other than the first 
and second* Again, the sufficient conditions are very lenient and should 
allow repeated application in most cases0 
As an application of the two-port synthesis procedure, consider-
ation is given to the problem of finding a two-port network to have a 
prescribed transfer function and a prescribed driving-point admittance 
when the two-port is terminated in a resistive loado Some sufficient con-
ditions on these two functions are found such that the two-port synthesis 
procedure presented in this thesis is applicable,, The synthesis procedure 
using two current-controlled voltage sources not only allows power gain 
but allows the driving-point admittance to be prescribed independently, 




In the past decade, numerous procedures have been developed for 
the synthesis of active networks to have prescribed admittance matrices0 
The term "active network" refers to a network that is lumped, linear and 
finite, but lacks passivity and/or reciprocity,. While the case of the 
lossless network containing positive and negative resistors has been 
considered, most of the interest in active network theory has been 
directed toward networks containing positive resistors, positive capaci-
tors and one or more active deviceso The active devices usually employed 
are negative impedance converters, negative impedance inverters, controlled 
sources, gyrators, or negative resistorso A description of these active 
devices along with many methods of active network synthesis can be found 
in a book by Su (l)„ 
Carlin and Youla (2) have investigated the case of the lossless 
N-port network containing N negative resistorso They have derived the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for an irnmittance matrix to be that 
of a lossless N-port network containing N negative resistors,, By com-
bining this result with the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
irnmittance matrix of a lossless N-port network containing N positive 
resistors they have proved that to any N x N irnmittance matrix of real 
rational functions with arbitrary order and location of zeros and poles, 
there corresponds an N-port network composed of lossless elements and 
at most N positive and N negative resistorso 
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Carlin (3) has derived the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for realizing a lumped, linear, finite, passive, but nonreciprocal N-port 
network. He has also derived the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the realizability of a lossless, lumped, linear, finite, passive, 
but nonreciprocal network that possesses an impedance matrix0 
Other researchers have used negative resistors along with posi-
tive resistors and positive capacitors (this class of networks is referred 
to as ± R,C networks)c Both Kinariwala (4) and Bello (5) have derived 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the realizability of ± R,C 
networkso 
The work that is most relevant to this investigation is that of 
Sandberg (6), (7). He has shown that an arbitrary N x N matrix of 
real rational functions in the complex frequency variable (denoted by 
s) can be realized as the admittance matrix of a transformerless active 
RC N-port network containing N real-coefficient controlled sources 
and cannot3 in general, be realized as the admittance matrix of an active 
RC network containing less than N controlled sources (6)9 Furthermore, 
he has shown that an arbitrary symmetric N x N matrix of real rational 
functions in s can be realized as an unbalanced active RC network 
requiring no more than N controlled sources (7). The passive RC net-
work required in this realization can always be realized as a (3N + l)-
terminal network of two-terminal impedances with a common reference node 
and no internal nodes0 
This investigation is concerned with the synthesis of lossless 
networks containing a limited number of controlled sources0 Throughout 
the investigation it is assumed that the lossless networks in which the 
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controlled sources are embedded are lumped, linear, finite, passive, 
bilateral and time-invarianto 
The type of controlled-source that will be considered in this 
investigation is the current-controlled voltage source,, This is a two 
port device that is characterized by the following impedance matrix; 
ro o' 
R 0 
Synthesis procedures are developed for the case of the one-port 
lossless network containing one current-controlled voltage source and 
the case of the two-port lossless network containing two current-con-
trolled voltage sourceso Included in the two-port synthesis procedure 
is a new technique for factoring a 2 x 2 matrix having polynomial ele-
ment s0 Examples of the synthesis procedures are presentedo Some neces-
sary conditions are derived for the one-port case*, 
Finally, an application is given and an extension is considered,, 
The two-port synthesis procedure is applied to find a resistively termin-
ated network having a prescribed transfer admittance and a prescribed 
driving-point admittance,, The extension that is considered is that of 
the synthesis of an N-=port lossless network having N current-controlled 
voltage sources embedded in it„ 
Some of the terminology and notations that will be used through-
out this thesis will be given now0 
A rectangular matrix will be denoted by [Al or [A..] in which 
th 
A„ . denotes the i,j element (the element that appears in the i row 
and the j column) of [A]„ 
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A column matrix will be denoted by A] or A.] in which A. 
denotes the i element of A] 0 
In a partitioned rectangular matrix, the i,j submatrix will be 
denoted by [A"l. .. 
In a partitioned column matrix, the i submatrix will be denoted 
by A ] r 
The determinant of a square matrix [A] will be denoted by either 
det A or |A|. 
The identity matrix will be denoted by [u], 
Admittance parameters of a lossless network will be designated by 
a bar over the symbol. For example y.„ is the i,j admittance param-
eter of a lossless networko 
A prescribed function will be designated by a tilde over the sym-
bol. For example, y is a prescribed driving-point admittance^, 
The absence of a bar or tilde over an admittance symbol will desig-
nate an admittance parameter (or driving-point admittance in the one-
port case) of the lossless network with controlled sources (or source) 
embedded in it. 
Throughout this thesis, statements regarding poles and zeros in-
clude possible poles and zeros at infinity unless the term "finite pole" 
or "finite zero" is used0 
The term "deg p" will be used to mean "the degree of the poly-
nomial p0" 
The terms "Re w" and "Im w" will be used to denote the real 
and imaginary parts, respectively, of the complex quantity w0 
Additional notation will be introduced and defined as it is neededc 
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CHAPTER I I 
THE ONE-PORT NETWORK 
In this chapter, the lossless one-port network with one current-
controlled voltage source embedded in it will be considered,, A network 
of the type under consideration is shown in Figure 1. First, an equa-
tion for the driving-point admittance of the network will be derived0 
Then, from this equation and the properties of lossless networks, some 
necessary conditions will be deduced., Finally, a synthesis procedure 









E 2 = O 
E3 = R I2 
Figure 1. Lossless One-port Network with One Current-
controlled Voltage Source Embedded in it0 
Derivation of the Driving-point Admittance 
A general three-port network whose admittance matrix exists can 
be described by the following system of equations: 
6 
yllEl + y12E2 + y13E3 = Xl 
y21El + y22E2 + y23E3 = l2 (l) 
y31El + y32E2 + Y33E3 = l3 
The controlled source in the network of Figure 1 imposes the constraints 
E = 0 and E = RI e Under these conditions, Equations (l) become 
yllEl + y13RI2 = h 
y21El + y23 R I2 = J2 i2) 
y31El + y33 R I2 • I3 
Let the driving-point admittance of the network of Figure 1 be denoted 
by y. Solving Equations (2) for Ii/^i gives 
X l - . R y 1 3 Y21 , , , 
y = r = y n + —
 (3> 
1 ! " R y23 
yll " Rylly23 + Ry13y21 
(4) 
1 - Ry23 
Ry13y21 - Rylly23 , j 
- Yll ,_, 
= y u z (5) 
"Ry23 + l 
Equations (3), (4) and (5) give the driving point admittance of 
the one-port network of Figure 1 in terms of the parameters of the loss-
less network and the coefficient of the controlled source. Equation (4) 
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will be used to derive some necessary conditions. The synthesis proce-
dure will be derived by choosing the admittance parameters of the loss-
less network such that the driving-point admittance given by Equation 
(5) is the same as the prescribed driving-point admittance0 
Some Necessary Conditions 
Some necessary conditions on the driving-point admittance will 
now be derived from Equation (4) and the necessary and sufficient condi' 
tions for lossless networks which are given in Appendix I. Since y , 
y , y_. and y _ are admittance parameters of a lossless network, 
they are odd rational functions in s0 
Let 
- N l l 
y l l D 
- N 1 3 
Y13 ' D 
- N21 
Y 21 ' D 
- N 2 3 
Y 23 " D 
(6) 
where N , N , N91 > Noo an<^ D are polynomials in s0 If y,, 
contains a pole that is not a pole of all of the above parameters, then 
any parameter not containing that pole will have a common factor in its 
numerator and denominator. That common factor will not destroy the 
validity of this discussion and, therefore, there is no loss of general-
ity in assuming that those parameters have a common denominator,, Sub-
stituting Equations (6) into Equation (4) gives 
- R N n N 2 3 + RN 1 3N 2 1 + DN 
y = (?) 
D 2 - RDN 
8 
Pl + Ql 
y - T + T T ( 8 ) 
2 
where P = D and P, = -RN,,N23 +
 RNi3N2l a r e even> Q = "RDN23 and 
Q = DN . are odd. 
The j-axis poles of y will be considered first. Any finite 
j-axis pole of y must be a zero of both P and Q. In particular, any 
2 
such pole must be a zero of P = D . Since D is a common denominator 
of the admittance parameters of a lossless network, D has only simple 
zeros on the j-axis. Therefore, the order of the finite j-axis poles 
of y cannot exceed two* Equation (3) clearly shows that such a second 
order pole exists when both y. and y... contain the same pole and 
y„„ does not contain that pole. From the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for the lossless network, it can be seen that neither the degree 
of P. nor that of Q can exceed the degree of P by more than two» 
Thus, the order of a possible pole of y at infinity cannot exceed two. 
Next, the j-axis zeros of y will be considered. Any finite 
j-axis zero of y must be a zero of both P and Q.. In particular, 
any such zero must be a zero of Q. = DN.... If y„ has a pole at 
s = ju which is not a pole of y. . , then N1. and D will contain a 
2 2 -
common factor s + u. . Furthermore y. . may have a simple zero at 
2 2 2 
s = ju,. Under these conditions N.. , would contain the factor (s +u. ) 
2 2 3 
causing Q. = DN to contain the factor (s + u ) . This is the 
highest order factor that Q. could contain (unless it is contained 
in every term of both numerator and denominator in which case it would 
have no effect on the number of zeros). Since D would contain the fac-
2 2 
tor s + u , P + Q would also contain that factor. So, the maximum 
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degree of a j-axis factor of Q. is three and that same j-axis factor 
occurs in P + Q. Therefore, the order of the finite j-axis zeros of 
y cannot exceed two. Examples can easily be constructed which have a 
second order zero. One such example is 
- _ s2 + 1 = (s
2 + l) 2 - = 1 = (s
2 + l)(s2 + 2) 
Yl1 s(s2 + 2) s(s2 + l)(s2 + 2) Y l 3 S s(s2 + l)(s2 + 2) 
(s2 + l)(s2 + 2) 
y, 
21 S s(s2 + l)(s2 + 2) 2 3 s(s2 + l)(s2 + 2) 
With appropriately chosen functions for y and y „, the above func 
tions are realizable as admittance parameters of a lossless network,, 
Using, the above parameters and choosing R = 1, Equation (7) becomes 
= -(s
2 + l) 2 + (s2 + l)2(s2 + 2) 2 + s(s2 + l)3(s2 + 2) 
s2(s2 + l)2(s2 + 2) 2 - s(s2 + l)(s2 + 2) 
s (s
2 + l)2(s3 + s2 -t- 2s + 3) 
s(s2 + 2)(sb + 3s3 + 2s - 1) 
In the above example, y has a second order zero at s = ± jlQ To see 
that the order of a possible zero at infinity cannot exceed two, it is 
only necessary to notice that the degree of P can exceed that of Q. 
by no more than one and the degree of Q can exceed that of Q, by no 
more than two. 
The above discussion on the order of the j-axis poles and zeros 
of y can be summarized by the following theorem: 
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Theorem 1 
If a three-port lossless network whose admittance matrix exists 
has a current-controlled voltage source connected between ports 2 and 
3, then the driving-point admittance y at port 1 is a real rational 
function in s that satisfies the two conditions: 
1. The order of any j-axis pole of y does not exceed two„ 
2. The order of any j-axis zero of y does not exceed two, 
The Synthesis Procedure 
Let the prescribed driving-point admittance be 
m. + n. 
m + n 
where m and m. are even polynomials and n and n. are odd poly-
nomials in s. Case A of the synthesis procedure will be derived in 
detail and only the final equations given for Case B. 
Case A 
First, Equation (9) should be arranged in the form 
nl 
— + 1 
m m. 
y = — (10) 
n 2 + 1 
n 
Now, equating the corresponding parts of the right-hand members of 
Equations (5) and (10) gives 
ml 
yn - i (ID 
11 
m -Ry23 - * (12) 
Ry13Y21 - Rylly23 =
 n_l (13) 
- m 
y n x 
Substituting Equations (ll) and (12) into Equation (13) gives 
m 
n— — , 1 m 
Ry13Y21 + ~ n . Hi 
m. m, 
from which 
nn - mm.. 
Ry13y21 = 2 (14) 
n 
If admittance parameters satisfying Equations (ll), (12) and (14) can be 
realized by a lossless three-port network, the synthesis procedure will 
be successfulo Equations (ll) and (12) specify y1. and y_ pre-
cisely while Equation (14) specifies the product y _y_.„ To find y. _ 
and y91 , nn. - mm. is factored and some of the factors are alloted to 
y.„ and the balance to Yoi ° It is unimportant which factors are 
allotted to y. „ and which to yQ. so long as sufficient conditions 
for the realization of the three-port lossless network can be maintained,, 
The parameters y99 and y _ can be chosen freely to facilitate the 
realization. Finally, the current-controlled voltage source is connected 
between ports 2 and 3 of the lossless network as indicated in Figure 1« 
With the above choice of admittance parameters and with the controlled 
source connected, the driving-point admittance which is given by Equation 
(5) for the network is equal to that prescribed by Equation (9)0 
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Case B 
For this case similar identifications can be made between Equation 
(5) and the following arrangement of Equation (9): 
m 
-- + 1 n n 
y = - 1 - (15) 
m JL + ! 
m 
The equations specifying the admittance parameters for the lossless net-
work are 
Yll " T <16> 
-^23 " f (17) 
mm, - nn, 
^13^21 = — (18) 
m 
Again, y9_ and y~~ can be chosen freely to facilitate the realiza-
tion. 
For both Case A and Case B, the parameters y ^ and y,^ are 
chosen such that any pole of y. _, y91 or y is also a pole of 
y^^ and y . Furthermore, the residues in the poles of y ^ and y _ 
are chosen large enough such that the residue condition is satisfied in 
every pole. The conditions under which the synthesis procedures for 
Case A and Case B are successful are given in the following section0 
Some Sufficient Conditions 
The problem now is to determine some conditions on the prescribed 
13 
driving-point admittance y that are sufficient for the synthesis pro-
cedure of the previous section to be successful. This can be done by 
considering Equations (ll), (12) and (14) for Case A and Equations (16), 
(17) and (18) for Case B along with the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for lossless networks which are given in Appendix I. The condi-
tions will be stated as Theorem 2 with the proof of sufficiency follow-
ing the statement of the theorem, 
Theorem 2 
mn + n. 
•v 
Let a p re sc r ibed r e a l r a t i o n funct ion be y = —— where m 
r J m + n 
and m. are even polynomials and n and n. are odd polynomials in 
s. The function y can be realized as a driving-point admittance of a 
lossless network with one current-controlled voltage source embedded in 
it if the conditions given under Case A or Case B below are satisfiedo 
Case A 
1. m./n is a reactance function. 
2. m/n has only j-axis poles and those are simple. 
2 
3 . (nn. - mm,)/n has only j - a x i s poles and the order of those 
poles does not exceed two. 
4. Any simple or second order pole of (nn - mm.)/n is a simple 
pole of m./n. 
2 
5. If m./n has a zero at infinity, then (nn - mm.)/n has 
a zero there (second order or higher). 
2 
6. If m./n has a zero at the origin, then (nn. - mm,)/n has 
a zero there (second order or higher). 
2 
7. The number of quadrantal zeros of (nn. - mm.)/n does not 
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exceed 8 [ — r — ] where b is the number of finite poles of m./n and 
e = 1 if 6 is odd and m /n has a pole at infinity,, 
= 0 if 6 is odd and m./n has a zero at infinity. 
= 0 if 6 is even and m./n has a pole at infinity,, 
= -1 if 6 is even and m /n has a zero at infinity,, 
Case B 
1. n./m is a reactance function. 
2. n/m has only j-axis poles and those are simple, 
2 
3. (mm. - nn )/m has only j-axis poles and the order of those 
poles does not exceed two« 
4. Any simple or second order pole of (mm. - nn.)/m is a 
. 2 
5. If n/m has a zero at infinity, then (mm. - nn.)/m has 
simple pole of n./m 
5. If n/m 
a zero there (second order or higher). 
2 
6. If n/m has a zero at the origin, then (mm. - nn )/m has 
a zero there (second order or higher). 
2 
7. The number of quadrantal zeros of (mm. - nn.)/m does not 
exceed 8 [ — - — ] where 6 is the number of finite poles in n./m and 
e = 1 if 6 is odd and n/m has a pole at infinity^ 
= 0 if 6 is odd and n./m has a zero at infinity*, 
= 0 if 6 is even and n./m has a pole at infinity,, 
= -1 if 6 is even and n../m has a zero at infinity0 
Brackets [ ] used with the quantity — 7 — • indicate the largest 
integer that is equal to or less than — - — . 
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Proof 
The proof will be given for Case A. That for Case B is identical 
except that m and m, are interchanged and n and n, are inter-
changed. 
Condition 1 ensures that y., is a reactance function. This is 
the only requirement on y. in order for the 3 x 3 admittance matrix 
to be realizable by a three-port lossless network. 
Condition 2 ensures that y„ has only j-axis poles and that 
those are simple. Since y22 and y" can be chosen freely, they can 
be chosen such that any pole of y„3 is a pole of y_2 and y 0 Fur-
thermore, the residues in the poles of y and y and the coeffi-
cient R can be chosen sufficiently large such that the residue condi-
tion is satisfied for all poles. The parameters y . and y may 
require that y22 and y have additional poles. 
Conditions 3 and 4 ensure that (nn, - mm,)/n can be written as 
nn1-mm1 (s
2-^2) (s2-^,2) 0..(s
2-kj 2) (sV^s 2*^) (S
4+b2s







where D is a polynomial whose zeros are the finite poles of y..0 The 
degree of D is 6. There are no restrictions on u., u«,o90,w 0 Also 
2 2 some of the numerator factors s + u. may be factors of D. A factor 
i ' 
4 2 2 
of the form s + b.s + c. with b. < 4c. represents a set of quad-
3 3 3 3 ^ 
o 
rantal zeros of (nn - mm )/n . Condition 3 further ensures that the 
degree of the numerator of the right-hand side of Equation (19) does not 
exceed 26 + 2. 
Assume now that Equation (.19) has no quadrantal zeross The case 
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of quadrantal zeros will be considered later,, Under the assumption of 
no quadrantal zeros, the four possible situations that can occur will 
be considered: 
1. If 6 is odd and m./n has a pole at infinity, the numerator 
of the right-hand member of Equation (19) has at most 6 + 1 factors, 
2 2 
all being of the form s + u. . Allotting (6 + l)/2 of these fac-
tors to N._ leaves at most (6 + l)/2 factors for N2,0 Thus, the 
degree of neither N nor NL. exceeds 6 + 1 . The definitions 
y\„ = N /D and y = Noi/D 9^ve satisfactory parameters since y . 
has a pole at infinity. In this discussion, a satisfactory or acceptable 
function for y.„ or y- is a function that has only simple j-axis 
poles and, furthermore, any pole of y or y«. is a pole of y . 
2. If 6 is odd and m./n has a zero at infinity, Condition 5 
allows the numerator of the right-hand side of Equation (19) to have no 
more than 6 - 1 factors. Allotting (6 - l)/2 of these factors to 
N leaves at most (6 - l)/2 factors for N . Thus, the degree of 
neither N,~ nor N . exceeds 6 - 1 . This means that the functions 
y. and y have zeros at infinity, which is a satisfactory condition,, 
3. If 6 is even and m./n has a pole at infinity, Condition 
6 requires that at least one of the u„ of Equation (19), say u,, be 
zero. Since Condition 3 limits the total number of numerator factors 
to 6 + 1 there are no more than 6 factors in the product 
(s2 + u 2) (s2 + (j 2) ...(s2 + u 2 ) . Allotting 6/2 of these factors 
along with the factor s to N leaves no more than 6/2 factors of 
2 2 
the form s + u. along with the factor s for N . Thus, the degree 
of neither N.3 nor N̂ - exceed 6 + 1, This gives satisfactory 
17 
functions for y. „ and y91 since y. , has a pole at infinity<= 
4. If 6 is even and m./n has a zero at infinity, Condition 
5 limits the total number of factors in the numerator of Equation (19) 
2 
to 6 - 1 . As in situation 3, the first of these is s , so there 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
are no more than 6 - 2 factors in the product (s +tô  ) (s +u^,)o00(s +u ) 
r- 2 3 p 
Allotting (6 - 2)/2 of these factors along with s to N ~ leaves no 
more than (6 - 2)/2 second-degree factors along with s for N^, „ 
Thus, the degree of neither N _ nor N„. exceeds 6 - 1. This means 
that the functions y. _ and y91 have zeros at infinity, which is a 
satisfactory condition^ 
In situations 1 and 2 above, if the total number of factors in the 
numerator of the right-hand side of Equation (19) is less than (6 + l)/2 
or (6 - l)/2 respectively, then obviously all of the factors could be 
allotted to NL^ and N_ set equal to a constant. Similarly, in situ-
ations 3 and 4, if the number of factors in the product 
(s2 + D 2) (s2 + u 2) .0,(s
2 + u 2) is less than 6/2 or (6 - 2)/2 
respectively, then all of these factors along with s could be allotted 
to N ^ and s alone allotted to N„. , 
The above reasoning shows that for any situation in which the 
2 
function (nn. - mnO/n has no quadrantal zeros, that function can be 
factored into two functions y _ and y91 such that their poles are 
simple and on the j-axis and such that any pole of y,̂  or y9, is a 
pole of y... Since y and y_^ can be chosen freely, they can easily 
be chosen such that any pole of y, ̂ , y9« or y9 is a simple pole of 
y99 and Yqo» Furthermore, the residues in the poles of y99 and y„„ 
can be chosen sufficiently large such that the residue condition (Condition 
18 
3 in Appendix I) is satisfied for all poles of the elements of the 3 x 3 
admittance matrix. Therefore, Conditions 1 through 6 ensure the reali-
zability of the admittance parameters specified by the synthesis proce-
dure when (nn. - mm.)/n has no quadrantal zeros. 
2 
If (nn. - mm.)/n has quadrantal zeros, each set of quadrantal 
zeros replaces a pair of the second degree factors of N or a pair of 
those factors of N~,. A check of the four possible situations listed 
in Condition 7 of the theorem shows that y. _ and y„. are acceptable 
functions if the number of quadrantal zeros in either does not exceed 
X J. p 
4 [ — 2 — ] • Thus, Condition 7 limits the number of quadrantal zeros in 
2 
(nn. - mm.)/n to a sufficiently small number so that it will never be 
necessary to allot part of a quadrantal factor to N.^ and part to N91. 
Now, Conditions 3, 4, 5 and 6 ensure that any additional factors (these 
will be second degree) can be allotted to N and N_. to give accept-
able functions for y and y . The parameters y and y _ are 
chosen as before. Therefore, if the prescribed function *y satisfies 
Conditions 1 through 7, the synthesis procedure for Case A or Case B will 
be successful. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
An Example 
As an example of the synthesis procedure, a lossless network con-
taining one current-controlled voltage source will be found having the 
prescribed driving-point admittance 
m. + n. 2 _ . n 
~y = -hr- 1 = s ' 2t * 1 (20) 
m + n s3 + s2 + 2s + 10 
Equations (ll), (12) and (14) give 
19 
m. 2 , . 
_ 1 s + 1 
y 11 n / 2 , 0v s(s + 2J 
1 m . 1 s2 + 10 
y23 =: " R n " " R ( 2 n, 
s(s + 2 ) 
- - I ""l " mml 1 (s2 + 2s)(~2s) - (s2 + 10)(s2 + 1) 
Y13Y21 "" R 2 " R 2/ 2 ^ oN2 
n s (s + 2) 
3 (s2 + 4021)(s
2 + 0.79) 
" R 2f 2 -L o^ 2 s (s +2) 
Let 
- = /T s
2 + 0.79 - /3~ s2 + 4021 
y13 =' " VR " / 2 , 0x
 Y21 JR / 2 . 0X s(s + 2) v s(s + 2J 
Since the residues for the functions y99 and y _ can be chosen arbi-
trarily large, any nonzero value of R is satisfactoryo The choice of 
a very small value for R will give excessively large residue values 
for y and Yoq8 *n £o™e cases it may be desirable to avoid the use 
of transformers in the realization. In this case R should be chosen 
sufficiently large such that the residue matrix in each pole is dominant 
(8). A symmetric matrix of real constants is said to be a dominant 
matrix if each of its main-diagonal elements is not less than the sum 
of the absolute values of all the other elements in the same rowQ For 
this example, R will be chosen to be 100. The admittance matrix for 
the lossless three-port network is 
20 
[y] = 
s2 + l 
(s2 + 2) 
0.1732 
s + 4.21 
s(s2 + 2) 
0.1732 
s + 4.21 
s(s2 + 2) 
22 
. 0. 1 7 32^4-^
9- -0.01s2 + 1° 
L s(s^ + 2) (s^ + 2) 
-0.1732 
-0,01 
s + 0,79 
s(s2 + 2) 
s + 10 
s(s2 + 2) 
'33 
0.5 0.365 -0.0684 
0.365 k(o) K22 -0.05 
, s 
s 2 + 2 




2 k ^ 0,04 
-0.105 0.04 2k (1) 
33 J 
(21) 
No values need be chosen for the residues of the functions y__ and y„„„ 
They will be allowed to have values such that- for rows 2 and 3 the_ resi-
due matrices of Equation (21) satisfy the dominant condition with the 
equal sign. The complete network for this realization is shown in Fig-
ure 2. 
S umma.ry 
In this chapter some necessary conditions have been derived for 
the lossless one-port network having one current-controlled voltage source 
embedded in it. A synthesis procedure for this class of networks and 
some sufficient conditions have been derivedo An example has been worked 















gure 2» Network Realizing the Driving-point 
Admittance of Equation (20). 
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CHAPTER III 
THE TWO-PORT NETWORK 
In this chapter, the class of networks of primary interest is 
that of the lossless two-port network with two current-controlled volt-
age sources embedded in it. However, since the derivation of the admit-
tance matrix for the case of an N-port network with N controlled 
sources embedded in it is identical to that for the case of a two-port 
network with two controlled sources embedded in it, the derivation will 
be carried out for the N-port case0 After an equation for the admittance 
matrix of the network of Figure 3 has been derived, a synthesis procedure 
will be -developed and some sufficient conditions will be stated„ The 
synthesis procedure requires that a matrix of polynomial elements be 
factored. At that point, because of the difficulty of the matrix fac-
torization step, the procedure will be limited to the special case of 
N = 2. A new technique will be developed for factoring a certain class 
of matrices. This new technique, when used along with an existing tech-
nique, will make possible the factorization of most 2 x 2 matrices 
having polynomial elements. 
Derivation of the Admittance Matrix 
A general 3N-port network whose admittance matrix exists can be 
described by the following matrix equation: 
[ y ] E ] = i ] (22) 




















E N - = 0 1+1 
EN+2 = ° 
E 2 N = 0 
E2N+1 R1IN+1 
E I fiE = R I 
2N+2 \ s c2N+2 2 N+2 
3N 
AE 
3N E3N RNI2N 
Figure 3. Lossless N-port Network Containing N 
Current-controlled Voltage Sources0 
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El and il are 3N x 1 matrices with E„ and I„ defined at the 
J J J i 
ports of the 3N-port network as indicated in Figure 3 for i,j = 
1,2,...,3N. Let the admittance matrix [y] be partitioned into nine 
N x N submatrices as indicated by Equation (23) and let each of the 
column matrices E] and I] be partitioned into three N x 1 sub-
matrices as indicated by Equations (24) 
[y ] 
[ y ] n [y l 1 2 [y l 1 3 
[y]2 i [ y ] 2 2 [^23 
[y ] 3 1 [y ] 3 2 [ y ] 3 3 
(23: 
^ 1 
E] = E ] 2 
E], 
II 
Il = I] J2 
Ho 
Using Equations (23) and (24), Equation (22) becomes 
[ y ] n Eli + [ y ] 1 2 E12 + [ y ] 1 3 E ] 3 = i ^ 
[ y ] 2 1 E ] 1 + [ y ] 2 2 E ] 2 + [ y ] 2 3 E ] 3 = l ] 2 
[71 3 1 E\ + [y ] 3 2 E]2 + [71 3 3 E]3 = I.]3 
24) 
(25) 
The controlled sources in the network of Figure 3 impose the constraints 
E] 2 = 0] E] = [R] I] 2 26) 
where 0] is the N x 1 zero matrix and [R] is the diagonal matrix 
having elements R , R_,.. „ ,Rj,. Under the conditions imposed by the 
25 
controlled sources, Equations (25) become 
[y]n E] :
 + [v]13 [B] i ] 2 - i ] a 
[y]21 Eli + [y]23 [R] i ] 2 • n 2 
[y]31
 E \ + [y]33 [R] i ] 2 - i l 3 
(27) 
Solving the second of Equations (27) for l]„ gives 
I],- - [y]23 [R] - [u] _1 C^2i E]i 28 
Substituting Equation (28) into the first of Equations (27) gives 
[y\n E]X - [ y ] 1 3 [R] [y]23,-[R] - [u] 
_ 1 [y] 21 
E V ^ i 
On rearranging, this equation becomes 
[ y ] n - [ y ] 1 3 [R] [y]o, [R] - [ u ] r 1 [y] 23 21 0 X = I]x (29) 
From Equation (29) the admittance matrix of the N-port network with 
N current-controlled voltage sources embedded in it can be identified 
as 
[y] = [ y 1 n - [y]13[R] [y ] , , [R] - [u ] 23 
1 [y ] 2 1 (30) 
Equation (30) forms the basis for the synthesis procedure that follows, 
The Synthesis Procedure 
Let the prescribed admittance matrix be 
[m.. + n..1 
[yl =: L_ii iii 
Lyj m + n 
31 
26 
where m + n is a common denominator for the elements of the prescribed 
admittance matrix [y"]? m and m. . are even polynomials and n and 
n. . are odd polynomials in s for i,j = l,2,e8.,N. 
The synthesis procedure will be derived by forcing the admittance 
matrix derived from the network to be equal to the prescribed admittance 
matrix and then choosing appropriate functions for the admittance param-
eters of the lossless 3N-port network. To this end, the right-hand 
member of Equation (30) is equated to that of Equation (31). This gives 




[mo a + n« <.] 
^ . IJ • (32) 
m + n 
As in the one-port case, the synthesis procedure for the N-port case 
can be derived for either Case A or Case B. The derivation will be 





M i l = "ir 
Substituting, Equation (33) into Equation (32) gives 
-[y]13['R] [y]23 [R] - [u] [y] 
[m. „ + n„ ol [m, 
= 1.1J iJl . L i 
21 m + n n 
Tnn0 „ - mm0 ol 
= L_iJ_i^ 
nlm + nj 




21 [ y ] 0 J R ] - [ u ] 23 
LR]"][y]^- n(m+n)[nnij - m m ^ ] "
1 (34) 
Equating the even part of the left-hand member to that of the right-hand 
member in Equation (34) gives 
—,-1 rr4,-lr~,-l 2 
M21 W ^13 = n tnnij " m mij^ 
-1 .35) 
On taking the inverse of both siples, Equation (35) becomes 
[nn„ . - mm..] 
[y ] 1 3 [»] [y ] 2 1 = — ^ ^ (36) 
Let [R] and [R] 9 be two N x N diagonal matrices such that 
["] - l*\ [Rl2 (3?: 
Substituting Equation (37) into Equation (36) gives 
[nn0 . - mm„ .] 




Now, returning to Equation (34) and equating the odd part of its left-
hand member to that of its right-hand member give 
•[y']~* [y]2 3[y]i3 = ™[nn t j -'™i5Y
l 
m 2 r T-1 
= - n I nn„ . - mm,.1 
n L IJ ijJ 
Substituting Equation (35) into Equation (39) gives 
-[f]-2\ [y]23[y]i3 = = [y]2l tR]"
1 [yliJ 
28 
Premultiplying by -[yjoi and postmultiplying by [y].. give 
[y]23 = - = ["] 
If submatrices [y],„ and [vGo-. c a n be found such that Equation (38) 
is satisfied and if these submatrices along with [y].. and [y]?„ fas 
specified by Equations (33) and (40) respectively) are realizable by 
a lossless 3N-port network^ then the N-port synthesis procedure will 
be successful. A key step in the N-port synthesis is the matrix fac-
torization; i.e., finding [y].„ and [y]™ such that Equation (38) is 
satisfied. This step is considered later in this chapter for 2 x 2 
matrices and in Chapter IV and Appendix II for N x N matriceSo The 
submatrices [y].„ and [y]„ can be chosen freely to facilitate the 
realization. 
The N-port synthesis procedure for Case A can be summarized as 
follows: 
1. Choose [y] . in accordance with Equation (33)„ 
2o Find matrices [y].jR]. and [RJ,,[y]0i such that Equation (32) 
is satisfied. 
3. To finish specifying [y], and [y"]r>, , pick [R], and 
[R]2» This also specifies [R] through Equation (37). 
4. The submatrix [y]9o i
s n o w given by Equation (40). 
5. Choose [y] 2 2 and [y]33° 
6. Realize the 3N-port network and connect the current-controlled 
voltage sources as indicated in Figure 3*. The coefficients of these 
sources are the elements of [R]. 
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When the above steps are followed, Equation (32) is satisfied and 
the synthesis procedure is completed for Case A0 
Case B 
The synthesis procedure for Case B is the same as that for Case A 
except that m and n are interchanged and m. . and n. . are inter-
changed. The equations for Case B, which correspond to Equations (33), 
(38) and (40) for Case A, are: 
[n. .] 
[ y ] n = - ^ (41) 
[mm. . - nn. .] 
[^[^[R^ty];,! = — ^ - r - ^ - ("2) 
m ' 
[y] 2 3 = - * [R]"
1 (43) 
In this section, procedures have been presented for specifying a 
3N x 3N admittance matrix [y] for the lossless network of Figure 3 
when the N x N admittance matrix [y] for the overall network is pre-
scribed, Of course, the procedure for choosing [y] was devised such 
that [y] would have the salient features of a lossless network. More 
specifically, for Case A or Case B, the elements of [y],-., EYIOO an(* 
[7]QQ a r e odd rational functions; the elements of the product [yj^jR], 
[R]2[y]oi
 a r e e v e n function, allowing the possibility of finding [y],„ 
and [y]o-| with odd elements., Conditions that ensure the realizability 
of a lossless network corresponding to [.y]? and thus assure the success 
of the synthesis procedure, are given in the following section. 
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Some Sufficient Conditions 
The purpose of this section is to present some conditions on the 
prescribed admittance matrix [*y] that are sufficient for the synthesis 
procedure of the previous section to be successful. Some sufficient con-
ditions are suggested by consideration of Equations (33), (38) and (40) 
for Case A and Equations (41), (42) and (43) for Case B along with the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for lossless networks (given in Appen-
dix I). These conditions are stated as Theorem 3 with the proof of suf-
ficiency following the statement of the theorem, 
Theorem 3 
Let a prescribed matrix of real rational functions be [y] = 
[m. . + n. .l/(m + n) where m + n is a common denominator for the ele-L
 IJ ijJ/ 
ments of [y], m and m.. are even polynomials, n and n.. are 
odd polynomials in s and i,j = 1,2,..0,N. The matrix [*y] can be 
realized as the admittance matrix of a lossless N-port network with N 
current-controlled voltage sources embedded in it if the conditions given 
under Case A or Case B below are satisfied,, 
Case A 
lo [m„ „]/n is realizable as a lossless N-port network and, fur-
ther, the residue matrix is positive definite at each pole. 
2e m/n has only j-axis poles and those are simple. 
3. Two matrices [A..] and [B.„] can be found such that 
L i j J L i j J 
[A. .][B. .] = [nn. . - mm. . and such that [ y ] , 0 = [A. .][R], /n and L i j J L i j J L i j i j J L 7 J 1 3 L i j J L J l ' 
[y]oi = [R]o [B . . ] / n are sa t is factory submatrices. 
Case B 
1. [n„ J/m is rea l izable as a loss less N-port network and further, 
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the residue matrix is positive definite at each pole. 
2. n/m has only j-axis poles and those are simplei 
3. Two matrices [A. .] and [B. . can be found such that 
L iJJ L ijJ 
[A. .][B. .] = [mm. , - nn. .1 and such that [y],~ = [A. .][Rl, /m and L ij J L ijJ L IJ ijJ L 7 J13 L ij J L Jl ' 
[y]oi = [R]o [B..]/m are satisfactory submatrices. 
Satisfactory or acceptable submatrices for [y]. and [y] 9 1 
are N x N matrices whose elements are real rational odd functions 
having only simple j-axis poles (this implies only simple j-axis poles 
with real residues) and, furthermore, any pole of any element of [y]. 
or [y]oT is a pole of m. , / n for Case A or n.,/m for Case B for L/J21 K ii' ir 
i = 1,2,...,N. The matrices [R], and [R]~ are N x N diagonal 
matrices with nonzero, constant elements. As such, they have no influ-
ence on whether [y],„ and [y]o-i a r e satisfactory or not. 
Proof 
Since the proof for Case A is identical to that for Case B, no 
distinction will be made between the two cases. Conditions 1, 2, 3 and 
the equations for the synthesis procedures ensure that the elements of the 
submatrices [y].., [Y]I3> CyDp-i anci [̂ 03 a r e r e a l ra"ti°na! functions 
that have only simple j-axis poles with real residues,, Since [ y ] 0 0 and 
[y] can be chosen freely, they can be chosen to be diagonal matrices 
with the diagonal elements y. . of the matrix [y] satisfying the fol-
lowing conditions for i = M + 1, N + 2,...,3N: 
1. Any pole of any element of [yJ11 or [y].- is a pole of 
every y... 
2. y.. is a reactance function. 
From the above discussion it can be seen that Condition 2 of the 
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theorem of Appendix I is satisfied for the 3N x 3N matrix [y]. 
Condition 1 of Theorem 3 and the above choice of [y]oo anc* [y]oq 
ensure that Condition 1 of the theorem of Appendix I is satisfied for [y]. 
The residue matrix in each pole must now be considered. First, con-
sider any pole s of any element of [yh-., [y],. or [y]L, <, Conditions 
1 and 3 of Theorem 3 ensure that s is a pole of y„. for i = 1,2,.«0,N. 
Because of the choice of [y]9„ and [y]„. which was described above, 
s is also a pole of v.. for i = N + 1, N + 2.....3N. Hence, s is v ^ 7n > > 9 9 v 
a pole of every y„ . for i = 1, 2,.00,3N0 Let the residue matrix for 
the pole at s be [k.„] for i,j = 1,2,.„.,3N. The positive definite 
requirement of Condition 1 of Theorem 3 ensures that (8) 
kn > ° 
:. > 0 for i,j = 1,2 
l j ' ' ' 
k. . > 0 for i,j =1,2,...,N . 
Clearly, the residue kM ., .,,. can be chosen large enough such that 79 N+1,N+1 
|ki:j| > 0 for i,j - 1,2,..„,N+1 . 
Then, kKT. ~ K1. ~ can be chosen large enough such that 
' N+2,N+2 ^ ^ 
|k.J > 0 for i,j = l,2,...,N+2 . 
This process can be continued such that 
k. . > 0 for i,j = l,2,...,N+3 
lj' ' 9 9 9 
k..| > 0 for i,j - l,2,,.o,3N 
•*- J 
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The above sequence of inequalities is sufficient to ensure that the matrix 
of residues at the pole s is positive definite. Thus, for the pole at 
s , Condition 3 of the theorem of Appendix I is satisfied,, 
Next, any pole s of any element of [y]oo will be considered. 
By the choice of [y] 0 0 and [y]~~ described previously, s is also 
2.2. do U 
a pole of every y.. for i = N + 1, N + 2,..o,3N. If s is also a 
pole of every y. . for i = 1,2,...,N, then it falls into the same class 
as s and is covered by the discussion of the preceding paragraph. How-
ever, if s is not a pole of every y„„ for i = 1,2,...,N, then Con-
dition 1 of Theorem 3 ensures that s is not a pole of any of the func-
tions of [y],,. Furthermore, Condition 3 ensures that s is not a pole 
of any of the functions of [y].. or [y]9, . Hence [k],,
 = [ k ] n = 
[k];n = [0] f°r "the pole s . Since the first N rows (or columns) of 
the residue matrix are zero, its rank cannot exceed 2N. Clearly, the 
residues L,. .........L.. „., can be chosen such that 
N+1,N+1' ' 3N,3N 
k •> 0 
N+1,N+1 
Ik..1 > 0 for i,j = N+l.N+2 
i J 
Ik..1 > 0 for i,j = N+l.N+2,N+3 
k.. > 0 for i,j = N+l.N+2,...,3N . 
Thus, the rank of the matrix is 2N and the 2N principal minors in the 
above inequalities are all positive* This is sufficient to ensure that 
the residue matrix for the pole at s is positive semidefinite (8). 
The poles, s and s , considered in the above paragraphs 
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include all possible poles of [y] that the conditions of Theorem 3 
allow0 Therefore the residue matrix at each pole of [y] is positive 
semidefinite; i.e., Condition 3 of the Theorem of Appendix I is satis-
fied. It has already been shown that Conditions 1 and 2 of that theorem 
are satisfied. Therefore, the conditions listed under Case A or Case B 
of Theorem 3 are sufficient to ensure that the matrix [y] is realizable 
as a lossless 3N-port network and, thus, to assure the success of the 
synthesis procedure,, This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Before proceeding to the problem of matrix factorization, some 
conditions will be listed that are necessary for the existence of satis-
factory submatrices [y] and [y]9, . For Case A these are: 
2 
1. If m,. and n have a common factor F, then F is a fac-
ij 
tor of nn. , - mm. .» 
iJ iJ 
2„ If m. ./n has a zero at infinity, deg(nn. . - mm. .) < 2deg n - 2, 
Otherwise, deg (nn. . - mm. .) < 2 deg n + 2S 
2 
3„ If m, ./n has a zero at the origin, then (nn. . - mm. .)/n 
i j ' ij ij ' 
has a zero there (second or higher order). For all three conditions 
i,j = l,2,oe.,N. The necessity of these conditions can be established 
by assuming that [y],„ and Ly]oi a r e satisfactory submatrices and then 
using the necessary and sufficient conditions for lossless networks along 
with the equations for the synthesis procedure0 In Condition 1, if F 
2 
is a factor of both m,. and n„ then F must be a factor of every 
iJ 9 
element of [nn„. - mm. J. Otherwise, F would contribute a pole to 
ij ij J * ^ 
either [y]. or [y]_, making it unsatisfactory. 
For Condition 2, if y„. has a zero at infinity, every element of 
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[y]io anc* [ŷ oi mus"t have a zero there,, Thus, the degree of any ele-
ment of [A..] or [B..] cannot exceed deg n - 1. Therefore, deg 
(nn. . - mm. .) < 2 deg n - 2. If v.. has a pole at infinity, it must 
be simple., Likewise, possible poles of the elements of [yliq o r [71 oi 
must be simple* Therefore deg (nn.. - mm..) < 2 deg n + 2. 
For Condition 3, if y.. has a zero at the origin, every element 
ofr tyliq ar>d [y]oi must have a zero there,, Thus, every element of 
o 
[nn. . - mm. ,]/n must have at least a second order zero thereffl 
A corresponding list of conditions can be obtained for Case B 
by interchanging m.. with n„. and m with n0 If the appropriate 
list of conditions (Case A or Case B) is not satisfied for a prescribed 
matrix, there is no hope of finding satisfactory submatrices [y] and 
[y] , and the synthesis procedure for that particular prescribed admit-
tance matrix should be abandonedo If none of the conditions are violated, 
then finding [y] . and [y]91 becomes a problem of factoring a matrix 
of polynomial elements0 Most 2 x 2 matrices of polynomials can be fac-
tored,, 
Matrix Factorization Techniques 
In the matrix factorization required for the synthesis procedure, 
2 
the elements are even, so, s may be replaced by x giving a matrix 
of general polynomial elements. In this section, techniques for factor-
ing a 2 x 2 matrix of polynomials will be consideredo An existing tech-
nique and its sufficient conditions for factoring an N x N matrix of 
polynomials are given in Appendix II. The class of matrices that can be 
factored by the techniques given there is severely limited. The need to 
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enlarge the class of matrices that could be factored motivated the devel-
opment of a new technique for factoring 2 x 2 matrices0 This new tech-
nique, which makes possible the factorization of a larger class of 
matrices, is presented in this section,, Throughout this section, the 
indices take on the values i,j = 1,20 
Consider a 2 x 2 matrix [r.,1 whose elements are polynomials 
of degree L, If the matrix factorization technique of Appendix II is 
to be used, reference to Equation (A5) of that appendix shows that in 
order to find two matrices [p. .] and [q. „] such that [p. .][Q« •] = 
L f i j J lj L h i j J L i j J 
[r. .1 with deq p0 „ = L - k and deg q. „ = k, it is sufficient that 
det r„ . have at least L + k distinct real zeros0 However, only 2k 
ij 
of those zeros are actually used in the procedure of finding the matrix 
factorSo Usually, if det r„. has 2k distinct real zeros, the factor-
ization can be performed,, If det r„ „ has less than 2k real zeros, 
K ij 
the desired factorization cannot be completely accomplished by the pro-
cedure of Appendix II unless complex coefficients are allowedo Clearly, 
complex coefficients in the submatrices of the 3N x 3N admittance matrix 
[y] would render that matrix unrealizable as a lossless networko This 
being trues the technique of Appendix II is useful only when performed 
with real zeros of the determinant,, Because of its simplicity, this 
method should be used until the desired factorization is accomplished 
or until it is no longer applicable* After exhausting this procedure, 
if det r„ „ has complex zeros, the technique developed below should be 
usedo 
To develop the technique for finding a matrix factor whose deter-
minant has a pair of conjugate complex zeros suppose that 




is the matrix to be factored, 
2. The degree of r„ . is L. 
ij 
3o |r. .1 5* 0 . 1 ij 1 r 
4, x. and x. are conjugate complex zeros of |r..|. and 
Im x ̂ o . 
bo r.Jx,) and r (x ) are not both zero. 
r n(x ) r (x ) 
60 Im , y / 0 if r.0(x. ) / 0 or Im / \ / 0 if 
r12(xi;
 f 12' r ' r22(x1) ' 




H u(x) 0 
.H21(x) 1 
H n(x) = a n x - b 
H21(x) = a21x - b 
(44) 
where a., ? a„,, b,,, b . are real constants0 Forming the matrix product 
fr, .1[H. .1 gives 
[r. .][H. .] = 
T T ' 
11 12 
r r -21 22-
H n 0 
H21 1 
r H + r H r 
11 11 12 21 12 
Lr21Hll + r22H21 r22. 
(45) 
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The procedure is to determine polynomials H.. and H^. such that both 
elements of the first column of the right-hand member of Equation (45) 
contain the zeros x. and x1 . To accomplish this set 
rn(x1)Hn(x1) + r12(x1)H21(x1) = 0 
r21(x1)Hu(x1) + r22(x1)H21(x1) = 0 
(46) 
Using Equations (44 ) , Equations (46) become 
X l r l l ( x l ) a l l " r l l ( x l ) b l l + X l r 1 2 ( x l ) a 2 1 " r 1 2 ( x l ) b 2 1 = 0 
X l r 2 1 ( x l ) a l l " r 2 1 ( x l ) b l l + X l r 2 2 ( x l ) a 2 1 " r 2 2 ( x l ) b 2 1 = ° 
(47) 
Equations (47) form a system of homogeneous linear equations with unknowns 
a , b , a„. and b and with the coefficient matrix 
i ^ i ^ i 5 - r i i ( x i } V ^ V - r i 2 ( x i } 
x1r21(x.[) ™^21^
X1) Xlr22^Xl) "r22^Xl^ 
Recalling that |r. .(x.);' = 0, it is easily seen that the rank of this 
coefficient matrix is one„ This means that the system of equations has 
a nontrivial solution and further, that three of the unknowns can be chosen 
arbitrarily. After choosing the first two unknowns to be real, the third 
is chosen to be real and to have a value such that the fourth is real, 
Following this procedure^ choose a., =1? choose b to be any real 
number such that b,, is not a zero of det r. »* 
11 ij 
The unknown a~-, will be chosen after Equations (47) are solved 
for b . The hypothesis requires that either r (x ) or r (x ) (or 
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both) be nonzero. Say r (x ) £ 0. Then, the second of Equations (47) 
gives 
'2! " ̂ T (*1 " bll> + V21
 (48) 
Since the hypothesis excludes the case af Im x = 0, it is clear that 
a real number can be chosen for a«. such that the imaginary part of 
the right-hand member of Equation (48) is zero. This requires that 
fr2.(x ) \ 
Imi , \ (x. - b,.)f 
a21 - - —^—^ (49) 
Zi Im x 
With this choice of a , b , is given by Equation (48). This com-
pletes the choice of a., ,, b , a91 and b„. and thus, polynomials 
H and H have been determined such that x is a solution to the 
equations 
r nH + r12H21 - 0 
r21Hll + r22H21 = ° 
(50) 
But, the left-hand members of Equations (50) are polynomials in x with 
real coefficients and therefore, x* is also a solution to Equations 
(50). Hence, both elements of the first column of the right-hand member 
of Equation (45) contain the factors (x - x ) and (x - x. ). Equation 
(45) can now be written as 
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[r. .][H. .] = 




Lo i J 
(51) 
where 
*N 2 G = (x - x ) (x - x ) = x -2 Re x.x+ (Rex.) + (im x ) 
'11 
'21 
rllHll + r12H21 
r21Hll + r22H21 
(52) 
The elements g and g . are polynomials of degree L - 1. 
Now, consider the matrix 
911 r12 
921 r22 
The determinant of this matrix has a distinct real zero at x = b .. The 
factor (x - b .) will be removed from the second column of this matrix 
by means of the procedure of Appendix II. To do this the following 






911 C129ll + C22rl2 
L g21 C12921 + C22r22J 
(53) 
where c. and c are real constants,, Forcing both elements of the 
second column of the right-hand member of Equation (53) to have zeros at 
x = b1, gives 
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C 1 2 9 l l ( b l l ) + C22r12(bU) = ° 
(54) 
c12g21(bn) + c22r22(bn) = 0 
This is a system of homogeneous linear equations with unknowns c. and 
c99o Since the determinant of the coefficient matrix if zero, the sys-
tem of Equations (54) has a nontrivial solution* The constant c_9 can 
be chosen nonzero if either g (b ) £ 0 or g (b ) / 0„ Before 
showing that both g (b ) and g (b ) are not zero, it must be 
shown that H (b ) f 0o Substituting Equation (48) into the second 
of Equations (44) and evaluating at x = b. 1 give 
r21(x1) 
H 2 1(b u) = a 2 1b n - —^-y (xx - b n ) - X la 2 1 
(55) 
fT^iXl] \ { u , 
= V^? 21 x n 
r21l: 
From the hypothesis^ Irn —- / \ / 0 and Im x. / 0„ However9 the 
r̂ îx.. ) l 
constants a„, and b., are real. Therefore, neither factor of the 
21 1*. ? 
right=hand member of Equation (55) can be zeroo Thus H .(b..) f 0. 
Returning now to Equations (52) and evaluating at x = b. give 
r11(bn)H11(b11) +r 1 2(b n)H 2 1(b u) 
gu(bn) = —————gi—j — 
(56) 
,K ^ r21(bll)Hll(bll) + r22(bll)H21(bll) 
921lbllJ " G(b n) 
Butp H (b ) = 0 and as was shown above HL. (b ) f 0„ Furthermore^ 
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G(b ) f 0 because G has only complex zeros while b.. 1 is real0 So 
Equation (56) become 
r12(bu)H21(bn) 
SiAi' = GTb^) 
,. , r22(bu)H21(bn) 
921(bll) = GTb^l 
(57) 
Both r. (b..) and r^^b.-i) cannot be zerOo Otherwise, b. . would be 
a zero of det r. „, but this is contrary to the choice of b., • There-
fore. both g.,(b,.) and g_,(b,..) cannot be zero. 
9 ^11 11' ^21 11 
Now, choosing cr~ - 1 and using the first and second of Equa-
tions (54) give, respectively, 
r12(bn) 
12 
^ i b ^ y i f g i i ( b n ) ^ ° 
Jo^r » s2Ai> / o 
(58) 
With the above values of c,^ and c«„f both elements of the second 
column of the right-hand member of Equation (53) contains the factor 
(x - b ) „ ThuSj, Equation (53) may be written as 
911 rl2~ 
921 r22-J 
1 c 12 










C12gll + r12 
H U 
C12921 + r22 
Hll 
(60) 
The elements g and g are polynomials of degree L - 1„ Equation 
(59) can be rewritten as 
911 r12" 
1-9 21 r22-
r 11 y12 "1 




1 -c 12 
(61) 
Substituting Equation (61) into Equation (51) gives 
[ r . .][H. .] = 
'11 y 12 
'21 g22JLo 
'11 y12 
-921 9 22 
IT 
1 2 
Lo i J 
12 
.0 H 
1 1 J 
G 0" 
Lo l J 
(62) 




The determinant of this matrix has a zero at x = b,, <> The factor (x-b.. 
will be removed from the first column of this matrix by the procedure of 
Appendix IIe To do this the matrix product is formed as indicated below 
and both elements of the first column of that product are required to have 
a zero at x = b1,o 
44 
-c 
- 0 H 
12 
11 
r d n o-
- d 2 l 
rd u c - d21c12 -c12-
d 2 1 H l l 
(63) 
l l - 1 
where d, . and cL, are r e a l constants , , Hence, i t i s necessary t h a t 
d u G ( b ) - d 2 1 c 1 2 = o 
d 2 l H l l ( b n ) - o 
(64) 
Since H..(b.,) = 0, the second of Equations (64) is satisfied for any 
finite value of d, To ensure that there is a finite value of d, 
• 2 1 . ^ ~ . . ™ ~ „ . . _ „ . _ _ - _ . . . 2 1 
and a nonzero value of d,, that satisfy the first of Equations (64), 
it must be shown that c.~ /z 0» To this end, Equations (57) are sub-
stituted into Equations (58). This gives 
12 
r 1 2 ( b n ) G ( b i ; L ) G ( b n ) 
12 " " r1 2(b )H21(b )
 : - H^IbTTT 
r 2 2 ( b n ) G ( b ) G ( b n ) 
22 ( b l l ) H 2 1 ( b l l > ' ^ ^ 
(65) 
b1, is real, G(b,,) cannot be Since G has only complex zeros ar 
zeroo Furthermore, since H has finite coefficients9 H .(b ) is 
finite,, Therefore, from either of Equations (65), c.„/ 0o 
Now, choosing d*, = 1 in the first of Equations (64) and solving 





Using Equations (65) t h i s becomes 
d 21 = - H 2 1 ( b l l 
(66) 




f'G - G ( b n ) - c 1 2 " 
UH2 1(bn)Hn HnJ LH2 1(bn) i J 
(67) 
Since both elements of the first column of the first factor of the right' 








0 lJ LH 2 1 (b u ) i 
rh, 
.11 -c 12 
-H21(bn) H U J 
r H n 0-
^ 2 1(b n) 1 
(68) 
where 




is a first degree polynomial 
Substituting Equation (68) into Equation (62) gives 
[r..][H..] = 
lj L iJ 
"gll 912 
-g21 922-J 
r n 11 '12 
L:H21(bn) H U J 
11 
uH 2 1(b n) 1 
(70) 
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If the final factor of Equation (70) can be made equal to [H..], that 
equation can be postmultiplied by [H..] and the given matrix [r..] 
will have been factoredo To accomplish this, another constant p , is 
introduced into Equation (70) as shown below0 
[ r . . ] [H. .] = L i j J L i J J 
'911 9 12 
L g 2 1 g 2 2 
\ '12 
L-«21(bll> / H l J 





"911 9 12 ' 
L9 2 1 g 2 2 J 




The cons tan t p 2 , must be determined such t h a t 
e 2 i
H i i + H 2 i ( V = H 2 i (72) 
Using Equations (44) and the previous choice of a., = 1, Equation (72) 
becomes 





 a 2 i x " b 21 
Equating the corresponding coefficients of x gives 
P21 = a21 
and 
21bll + a21bll = ° 
Both of these equations are satisfied by p?. = a » Therefore, Equation 
47 
(72) is satisfied when p?1 = a91„ Under this condition Equation (71) 
becomes 
[ r . .][H. .] 
"911 912"^ 
~921 9 2 2 -
r h l l + a21C12 ~C12~ 
21 11J 
Hn ° 
LH 2 1 i 
r 1-1 
Postmultiplying both sides by [H0 »J gives 
[r.O = 
911 912 
Ls 21 922 J 
hll + a21C12 "c12* 
L -H 21 Jl 11J 
(73) 
All symbols of Equation (73) have been previously definedo Reference to 
those definitions show that the elements of the first factor are poly-
nomials of degree L - 1 while those of the second factor are either 
first degree polynomials or a constanto 
Before closing this section a few remarks will be made regarding 
Conditions 5 and 6 of the hypothesis which is given at the beginning of 
this development* If both r. (x ) and r„9(x ) are zero^ then T.AX. ) 
and r99(x*) are also zero and hence? the elements of the second column 
contain a common quadratic factorQ This quadratic factor may be removed 
as the second element of a diagonal matrix0 In some cases this may result 
in acceptable factors for the matrix [r„„]o If Condition 5 is satisfied 
and Condition 6 fails, the polynomials H , and H . can be replaced 




:onstanto The quadratic factor can then be removed from the first column 
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of the product [r. .][H. .1 as the first element of a diagonal matrix, 
r 1-1 
Postmultiplication by [H..J would complete the removal of the quad-
ratic factor from the first column of [r..]. Again, this may or may not 
be an acceptable factorization. 
In this section, a technique has been developed for factoring a 
given matrix having polynomial elements of degree L. One of the matrix 
factors has polynomial elements of degree at most L - 1 while the other 
has elements of degree one or less* This technique does not require that 
the determinant of the given matrix have any real zeros- Instead, it 
makes use of a pair of conjugate complex zeros. Certain conditions, which 
are given in the hypothesis at the beginning of the development, assure 
the success of the techniqueo However, these conditions are not very 
demanding and they impose practically no limitation on the procedure, 
If [g, .] of Equation (73) meets these conditions, the technique can be 
applied to that matrix,, Most matrices will allow repeated application as 
long as the determinant has a pair of conjugate complex zeros. By means 
of the technique developed here along with that of Appendix II, it is pos-
sible to satisfactorily factor most matrices* The technique of this sec-
tion is required in the example of the following section., 
An Example 
To illustrate the two-port synthesis procedure, a network will be 
found having the prescribed admittance matrix 
[y] = — — - [m. . + n„ .] 
m + n ij ijJ £74x 
s" + s + 1 
;3 + 2s2 + 9s + 8 s2 - 2 
3 2 3 2 
s + s - 2 2s + 3s + 3s+3 
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In this examplej, Case A is indicated since [m„ .]/n is realizable 
ssless network whereas^ [n„ 0]/m is not re; 
•*• J 
i,j = 1J2O As the first step, Equation (33) gives 




s 2 - 2 
s 2 - 2 -
3s + 3 
(75) 
The next step of the procedure is to find satisfactory matrices 
[y] and [y] such that Equation (38) is satisfied,, The numerator 
of that equation is 
[ nn„ „ - mm. „] 
ij iJ 
s(s3 + 9) - (s2 + l)(2s2+8) s(0) -(s2 + l)(s2-2) 
_s(s3) - (s2 + l)(s2 - 2) s(2s3 + 3s)•- (s2+l)(3s2+3)_ 
s + 2 
4 2 
•s + s + 2 
•s - 3s - 3_ 
(76) 
Equation (38) becomes 
m^iWJJh - \ 
4 2 
s ~ s 
4 2 
-s + s + 2 
2 4 2 
L s + 2 -s - 3s - 3 
(77) 
In order to identify acceptable submatrices [y].. and [y]o% satis-
fying Equation (77)^ the matrix of the right-hand member of that equa-
tion must be factored into two matrices haying even polynomial elements 
2 of degree two or less0 Replacing s by x9 the matrix to be factored 
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w i l l be des ignated as [ r . „ ] . Thus, 
[r. .] = L i j J 
2 
»x - x 
x + 2 
8 -x + x + 2 
x - 3x - 3 
(78) 
Computing the determinant and its factors gives 
'r..I = x4 + 5x3 + 15x2 + 23x + 20 
ij 
= (x2 + 2x+ 5)(x2 + 3x + 4) 
The first of these factors represents a pair of conjugate complex zeros 
at x = -1 + j2 and x*= -1 - j2 while the second represents a con-
3 . VT 
jugate pair at x , x = - j ± j Since there are no real zeros, 
the factorization technique of Appendix II cannot be usedj so, that 
developed in this chapter will be applied,. The zeros x , x* will be 
used to accomplish the removal of a matrix of linear elements,. The con-
stant b,. can be chosen to be any real number such that b,, is not a 
zero of det r„ ,0 Choosing b.. = -1 and using Equation (49) and then 










r 2 1 ( x l ^ , 
?^Tui 
b n ) + X l a 2 1 
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- i 4 4 f (52) + j i (-1 + j2) 
16 . 2 J . __2 17 
13 " J 13 13 J 13 " " 13 
Equations (44) give 
H n = x + 1 
u l J 1 7 
H 21 = 13 X + 13 
(79) 
It is not necessary to repeat all of the intermediate steps of the 
general development of the factorization technique. Reference to the 
final result, Equation (73), reveals the functions and constants that 
must be computed0 
From Equations (52) and (79) 
rllHll + r12H21 
911 = — G 
(-x2 - x - 8)(x + 1) + (~x2 + x + 2)(Ii x+i|) 
x2 + 2x + 5 
•™ (-14x - 14) 
r21Hll + r22H21 
% = — G " — 
(x + 2)(x + 1) + (-x2 - 3x - 3)(j| x + ~ ) 
x2 + 2x + 5 
13 ("X " 5 
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The constant c. may be calculated from either Equations (58) 
or (65). Using Equations (65) gives 
G(b n) 
ci2 •• - 5 ^ 7 
(-1)2 + 2(-l) + 5 _ 13 
" n (-1 + 1 7 > 
From Equations (60) 
From Equation (69) 
9 
C 1 2 9 l l + r 1 2 
12 H u 
^ | ~ (-14x - 14) + ( -x 2 + x + 2) 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
= ~ (-4x + 22) 
C12921 + r 22 
9 22 " H 
11 
' "T 13 (~x " b) + ("x 2 " 3 x " 3 ) 
"~~ - — — x +-j — 
\ (-4x - 7) 
G - G(b ) 
w = _-__™__™LL_ 
11 H 
? + 2x + 5 - 4 
x + 1 
= x + 1 
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The calculation of the constants and functions appearing in Equâ  
tion (73) has been completedo Substituting these values into Equation 
(73) gives 
[r..] = L U 
~~ (-14x - 14) ~ (-4x + 22) 
_ l l ("X " 5) 1 ("4x - 7)J 
\ «x + 3) if 
_ L- ̂ (x + 17) x + l_ 
The above equation gives the factors of the matrix [r. ,] as defined 
by Equation (78)> 
2 
Replacing x by s ', the factors of [r„.] become the factors 
of the matrix of the right-hand member of Equation (77). Hence, Equa-
tion (77) is satisfied by 
[y]1: 
~ ( -14s 2 
13 ^ 
13 l " S 
14) I (~4s 2 + 22) 
5) 
1 1 A 2 
4 ( - 4 s 7) 
-1 [R]~ x (80) 
and 
m2l-\w? 
\ (4s2 + 3) 






The next step of the synthesis procedure is to choose the diagonal 
matrices [R], and [R]9° The choice of any nonzero values for the ele-
ments of these matrices is acceptableQ Extremely small values will 
require extremely large residues in the poles of y., for i = 3,4,5,6| 
whereas^ large values may allow the realization without transformers0 If? 
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at every pole of [y],-., the residue matrix satisfies the dominant con-
dition with the inequality sign? then the elements of [R]. and [R]2 
can be chosen large enough so that the residue matrix of [y] is domi-
nant at every pole0 In this case no transformers are required,, The 
following choices of [R] and [R]9 will allow transformerless reali-











Using these matrices,, Equations (80) and (81) become 
[y] 13 40s 
14s - 14 -4s + 22 
A 2 






4s + 3 
s2 + 17 
13 
13s + 13 
(85) 










The final submatrix to be specified by the procedure is given by 
Equation (40) to be 
[y], 








There are two remaining submatrices,, [y] 0 0 and [y].„o The off 22 33 
diagonal terms of these will be set equal to zero and the functions y„ „ 
for i = 3,4,5,6 need not be specified explicitly.. Instead, their resi-
dues at each pole will be allowed to have the value that satisfies' the 
dominant condition with the equal sign. 
The final step is the realization of the lossless network and the 
connection of the controlled sources,, Using the submatrices given by Equâ  
tions (84), (85) and (87), the admittance matrix for the lossless six-
port network is 
[y] = s 
O o l 
0 
M 
>0o025 0o325 0 








































0.425 0,325 0 
•0.35 -0.125 -0.0325 
L 0o55 -0.175 0 











Networks realizing the first and second terms of Equation (88) are shown 
in Figures 4 and 5 respectively- These networks are connected in parallel 
to give the lossless-network realization of [y]. 
The coefficients of the controlled sources are determined by the 
matrix [R]« From Equation (86)? R, = R9 = —rr „ Connecting the current-
controlled voltage sources as indicated in Figure 6 completes the reali-
zation for the admittance matrix prescribed by Equation (74). 
Summary 
In this chapter the main objective has been the development of a 
synthesis procedure and some sufficient conditions for a lossless two-
port network with two current-controlled voltage sources embedded in it. 
The synthesis procedure derived is applicable to the lossless N-port 
network with N current-controlled voltage sources embedded in it pro-
vided an N x N matrix of polynomial elements can be satisfactorily 
factoredo A new technique has been developed for factoring 2 x 2 
matriceso An example illustrating the synthesis procedure was presented. 


















Figure 4. Network Realizing the First Term 




Figure 5. Network Realizing the Second Term 

























Figure 6. Network Realizing the Admittance 
Matrix of Equation (74). 
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CHAPTER IV 
EXTENSIONS AND APPLICATIONS 
The extension of the synthesis procedure to the N-port case will 
be considered in the first section of this chapter <> As was noted in Chap-
ter III3 the synthesis procedure derived there is applicable to the 
N-port case provided an N x N matrix of polynomials can be factoredo 
So, the only additional problem to be considered is that of factoring the 
N x N matrixo After consideration of this extension, the remainder of 
the chapter will be devoted to an application of the two-port synthesis 
procedure0 As this application, a resistively terminated two-port net-
work with the transfer and driving-point admittances specified indepen-
dently will be consideredo 
L§j?J;£̂ _?iLti.on °f N x N Matrices 
If an N x N matrix [r0 J having polynomial elements can be 
successfully factored^ the synthesis procedure developed in Chapter III 
can be applied to the N-=port network with N controlled sources embedded 
in ito In some cases9 det r, „ will have a sufficient number of distinct 
real zeros to ensure that the desired factorization can be accomplished 
by the technique of Appendix II0 Even if det r„. does not have a suf-
ficient number of zeros to ensure success but has some real zeros^ it 
may still be possible to accomplish the factorization^ either partially 
or to the desired degree^ by that technique., As in the case of 2 x 2 
matrices., that technique should be used until the desired factorization 
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is accomplished or until the technique is no longer applicable. If 
the technique of Appendix II fails before the desired number of matrices 
of linear elements has been factored out of [r..], then a technique 
involving the complex zeros of det r.. must be employed. It is the 
purpose of this section to consider the factorization of an N x N 
matrix by making use of the complex zeros of its determinant. 
A straight-forward extension of the matrix factorization tech-
nique developed in Chapter III allows a pair of conjugate complex zeros 
of det r.. to be used to reduce by one the degree of the elements of 
two columns of [r..]. The derivation of this extension will be given 
here, although, some of the details will be omitted since the reasoning 
is similar to that for the 2 x 2 matrix factorization technique of 
Chapter III. 
For the derivation suppose that 




x) "" r l N ^ 
r2](x) r22(x) ... r2N(x) 
^rN1(x) rN2(x) ... r (x). 
is the matrix to be factored. 
2. the degree of r . . i s L. 
ij 
3. |r. . | ^ 0 . 
ij ' 
4. x and x* are conjugate complex zeros of |r. .| and Im x. f- 0, 
5. A n( X l) f 0 . 
* T ^ 2 ( X 1 } , n 
^T7? f ' 
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In this derivation^ A? .(x..) means the cofactor of the element 
r..(x.) of the matrix [r..(x.)]o The corresponding minor will be 
designated r. .(x.). Throughout the derivation i,j = 1,2,.00,N unless 
otherwise stated0 
Let 
[H. .] = L 1JJ 
"a x• - b 0 0 0 
a x - b21 1 0 0 
a31X " b31 0 1 0 
aNlX " bNl 
0 0 0 
where a., and b., are real constants,, The first column of [r. .1[H. .1 
ll il L i j J L ijJ 
is the column matrix 
[r. .] H..] = [r. .] a.J x - [r. .] b..] L ij J jlJ L ij J jlJ L ij J jlJ 
(89) 
and any other column of [r. .][H„ ,'] is the same as the corresponding 
column of [r 0 0] 0 Requiring each element of the first column of [r. .][H.." 
to be zero at x = x.9 Equation (89) becomes 
0] « [r:lj(x:L)] a ] xx - [r (Xl)] b.J (90) 
Equation (90) represents a system of N homogeneous equations with 2N 
The rank of the coefficient matrix is less 
than No Hence, a nontrivial solution exists,, The last N - 1 equa-
tions of that system of equations can be written as 
unknowns a., and b.. 
Jl Jl 
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0] = [x^Cx^] ajl]x1 - [r .^x^] b^] for i / l 
= [rij(xi)laji]xi • [^j^!)]^!] + r i l ^ x l ) ] ( a l l x r b l l ) f 0 r i>&1 
Solving t h i s equat ion for b . , ] g ives 
-1 











 a j i ] x i f o r i j J f 1 
A (x ) 
S j ^ T (allXl ' bll} + ajl'J X l f0r I * I (91) 
For N = 2 Equation (91) reduces to Equation (48) in the 2 x 2 factori-
zation discussion. 
Choose a to be unity and b.. to be any real number other 
than a zero of det r0 ... Since Im x, £ 0, each a,, can be chosen 
U 1 r ' Jl 
such that b. is real for j = 2,3,oo0,N. Then Equation (91) gives 
b o Thus, a matrix [H..] can be determined such that every element 
of the first column of the product [r..][H,.] contains the factors 
(x - x ) and (x - x. )„ That product can then be written as 
[r..][H. .] = 
911 ri2 rl3 °00 rl̂ N 
'21 22 x23 °° 2N 
9N1 rN2 rN3 °°° rNNJ' 0 0 0 0 aoo 1 
G 0 0 0 ooo 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 00o 0 (92) 
where 
N 
! „ , = = • ) r0 . H .. il G L ij jl 
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and 
G = (x - x.) (x - x. ) 
2 2 2 
x - 2Re x, x + (Re x.) + (im x ) 
The first matrix of the right-hand member of Equation (92) will 
now be considered0 The determinant of this matrix has a zero at x = b 
To remove the factor (x - b.,) from the second column of that matrix 
by means of the procedure of Appendix II requires that 
11 
g u ( b n ) r 1 2 ( b n ) r 1 3 ( b n ) . . . r 1 N ( b u ) 
9 2 1 ( b l l ) r 2 2 ( b l l } ' W V '°° r 2 N ( b l l } 




= 0] (93) 
If one of the minors of the second column of the coefficient matrix of 
Equation (93) is nonzero? c99 can be chosen to be unity*, Using the 
definition of q.. and the fact that H.,(b,,) = 0, the minor of 
jl 11 11 ' 
r (b ) becomes H (b ) r„,(b )/G(b ). At least one of these 
minors, say r,,(b ), is nonzero 5 otherwise, b., would be a zero of 
det r. .0 It must now be shown that H_,(b,,) / 0„ Using b_, as found 
IJ 21 11 ' 3 21 
from Equation (91), the defining equation for H . gives 
H 2 1 ( b ) a 2 1 b l l . 21 
A 1 2 U 1 
a 2 1 b l l + An(x1)*
 ( a l l x l "' b l l } 
^12 ( X1 } \ , K , 
y S ^ T • 32l) (X1 •• V 
a 2 1 X l 
(94) 
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Since Im [A.~(x )/A , (x ) ] / 0 and Im x, £ 0 and both a~, and b,. 
are real, Equation (94) shows that H (b ) f- 0. Hence, c _ of Equa-
tion (93) can be chosen to be unityQ Making that choice and solving for 
the other constants of Equation (93) give 
W G ( V G(b u) 
12 " • H 2 1 ( b n ) ^ T b ^ T
! ! - H ^ T b ^ T 
H i i ( b i i ) A i l ( b 1 1 ) H i l ( b n ) 
' i 2 ~ H 2 1 ^ 1 1 ) A l i W ' ^ ^ 
(95) 
for i = 3,4,o0O,N. Thus, the nonsingular matrix 
1 1JJ 
1 c 0 0 0 ... 0 
0 1 0 0 0 ..„ 0 
0 c32 1 0 0 aoo 0 
0 c42 0 1 0 ooo 0 
0 cN2 0 0 0 
can be determined such that when the first matrix of the right-hand mem-
ber of Equation (92) is postmultiplied by [c. „], every element of the 
second column of that product will contain the factor (x - b.,)» Hence, 
Equation (92)can be written as 
[r. .][H. .] = 
L 1JJL ij J 
911 912 ri3 
921 922 r23 





0 0 o o , 0 
0 H l l 
0 0 . . . 0 
0 
- C 3 2 
1 0 a o o 0 





12*il + E Cj2rij 
Jg2  
Hll 
is a first degree polynomial. 
Next, the last matrix of the right-hand member of Equation 
{96) will be considered. The determinant of this matrix has a zero at 
x = b... Using that zero and the procedure of Appendix II to reduce 
the degree of the element of the first column of the matrix under con-
sideration requires that 
11 
21 
G ( b u ) ~C12 
0 0 . . . 0 d 
0 H 1 1 ( b n ) 0 0 . . . 0 d 
0 
"C32 
1 0 . . . 0 d 
0 
"CN2 




= 0 (97) 
Since G(b ,) * 0, Equations (95) show that c ~ f 0. With c._ / 0, 
it can be seen that the minor of the 2,1 element of the coefficient 
matrix of Equation (97J- is nonzero. This allows d to be chosen non-
zero. Making the choice d.. = 1, solving for the other unknowns of 
Equation (97), and using Equations (95) give 
21 C12 





G ( V C i 2 
C12 
G ( b n ) H 2 1 ( b n ) H i l ( b 1 1 ) 
: G ( b ^ ) H 2 1 ( b u ) 
= • H ^ l b j j ) (99) 
fo r i = 2 , 3 , . . „ , N . 
Equation (96) can now be written as 
where 
[r. .][H. .] -= 
911 912 r!3 "• riN 
921 922 r23 2N 
9N1 9N2 rN3 °°° rNN 
kll "C12 ° ° 
d21 H n o o ... o 
-c 3 2 a o ... o 
'N2 
0 0 
H 0 0 0 ..„„ 0 
-d2 1 0 0 ... 0 
•d 0 1 0 0 
-d 
Nl 
0 0 0 000 1 
(100) 
11 
G " C12d21 
Hll 
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is a first degree polynomial. 
As in the case of 2 x 2 matrices, the right-hand member of Equa-
tion (100) can be modified ÊO that the last matrix of that member is 
[H..]. TO accomplish this, the last matrix is premultiplied by [a. .] 
and the second matrix is postmultiplied by [a.„] where 
[a 
i.r 
0 0 0 ... 0 
a21 1 0 0 .oo 0 
a 0 1 0 ... 0 
...aNl 
0 0 0 ..„ 1 
and the a., have been determined previously for i = 2,3,»..,N. Pre-
multiplying the last matrix of the right-hand member of Equation (100) 
by [a..] gives a matrix whose N diagonal elements are H,,,1,1,...,1. 
Writing the i,l element of this product for i / 1 and using Equations 
(98) and (99) along with the definition of H.. give 
aiiHu - d n = a n ( x - bn> - "u^ii5 
= a..x - b.. = H.. 
ll ll ll 
The nondiagonal elements of all columns except the first are zero. Thus, 
the product in question is [H.„] 
-1 
After inserting [a..] and [a..] in Equation (100) as 
explained in the above paragraph, that equation can be postmultiplied by 
[H..] L 1J 
-1 This gives 
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[r. .] = 
L iJ 
911 912 r13 •" rlN 
921 922 r23 "• r2N 
_9N1 9N2 rN3 r„„ ... r NNj 
>a21C12 + hll "C12 ° ° ••' ° 
-H 21 11 
0 0 ... 0 
a21C32"a31 "C32 1 ° - " 0 
La21CN2 ' aNl "CN2 0 ... 1 
(101) 
where d^. - a^.H . has been replaced by its equivalent -H/_1 as the 
2,1 element of the last factor. All of the symbols of Equation (lOl) 
were defined earlier in the derivation. Reference to these definitions 
show that g., and g._ have degree L -• 1. In the second factor of 
Equation (101), the elements are either first degree polynomials or 
constants. Furthermore, the first degree elements are confined to the 
2 x 2 submatrix of the upper left-hand corner. 
In the preceding derivation, columns 1 and 2 specifically were 
chosen to be the columns whose elements were to be reduced in degree. 
There is no loss of generality in making this choice because a given 
matrix can be postmultiplied by a nonsingular matrix of constants to 
bring any desired columns into the first and second positions. After 
reducing the degree of the elements of columns 1 and 2 of the modified 
matrix, the inverse operation is performed on the columns and the rows 
of the second factor and on the columns of the first factor. 
As in the case of 2 x 2 matrices, there is no assurance that 
the procedure developed in this section can be repeated the desired 
number of times. However, the sufficient conditions for carrying out 
the procedure are so lenient that this procedure is certainly a useful 
tool for the problem of factoring N x N matrices. 
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The Resistively Terminated Two-port 
Let a lossless two-port network with two controlled sources 
embedded in it be terminated in a one ohm resistor as shown in Figure 7< 
">-* Lossless Two-port Containing 




Figure 7, A Resistively Terminated Two-port Network - An 
Application of the Two-port Synthesis Procedure0 
For the network of Figure 7? the driving-point admittance is 
l1 =
 Y12y21 
11 " El ~ Y l 1 " y22 + 1 
(102) 
and the transfer admittance is 
21 
21 El y 2 2 + l 
(103) 
Let the prescribed driving-point admittance be 
11 M + N 
(104) 
and the prescribed transfer admittance be 
21 
21 M2 + N 2 
(105) 
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where M, M., and M are even polynomials and N, N , N and 
N , are odd polynomials in s. The problem is to find an admittance 
matrix [y] such that the driving-point and transfer admittances given 
by Equations (102) and (103) are equal to those prescribed by Equations 
(104) and (105) respectively and such that [y] is realizable by the 
two-port synthesis procedure of Chapter III. 
One possible identification of the admittance parameters can be 
obtained by rearranging Equation (105) as 
PN2 ] 
N, 
v 21 M + N  
21 =: M2 + N 2 p'"(M"2"+ N 2 ) 
M + N 
P N 2 1 
L 
"2 " " 2 ' 
M + N 
p(K> + N0) - (M + N) 
— + 1 
(106) 
M + N 
where p is an arbitrary constanto From the right-hand members of 
Equations (103) and (106), the following identifications can be made: 
p N 2 1 
y 21 "" M + N 
p(M2 + N2) - (M + N) 
(107) 
y22 = — - m n
 (108) 
Let 
y 1 2 - o 
Then from Equations (102) and (105) 
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M l l + N l l 
(110) 
The synthesis procedure of Chapter III requires that [y],, be 
realizable as a lossless networkc, Using the parameters defined by Equa 
tions (107), (108), (109) and (110), the matrix [ y ] n for Case B is 
nonsymmetric, and thus not realizable as a lossless network. However, 
for Case A that matrix becomes 
[y]n = 
_U1 _ I 
11 
0 
pM0 - M 
If M„ has only simple j-axis zeros and deg NL > deg M, p can be 
chosen large enough so that every zero of pM„ - M lies on the j-axis 
and one of those zeros is arbitrarily close to each zero of M_o Thus, 
if My^N is a reactance function with NL and N having no common 
factors, p can be chosen large enough so that (pM9 - M)/N will be 
a reactance function If, in addition̂ , M -./N is a reactance function 
with M. . and N having no common factors,, the matrix [yj-i-i will be 
realizable as a lossless network and further, the residue matrix at every 
finite pole will be positive definiteG Now, if deg M.. = deg M^, the 
residue matrix of the possible pole at infinity will be positive definite 
also. Hence, Conditions 1 under Case A of Theorem 3 will be satisfiedo 
The function M.,/M being a reactance function with M., and 
N having no common factors ensures that Condition 2 of Theorem 3 is 
satisfied,, 
The matrix from which [yJiq anc* [YJQI a r e ^ounc' ̂ s 
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[nn. . - mm„ .1 = 
L ij 1JJ 
MN - MM 
NN_, N(pN0 -N) - M(pM0 - M) zl Z z 
If this matrix can be factored so as to give satisfactory submatrices 
[y].« and [y]«-i > then Condition 3 of Theorem 3 will be satisfied., 
The Case B synthesis procedure is suggested if the transfer 
admittance is given by 
M 21 
21 M2'+ N2 
where NL, is an even polynomial. The identification scheme follows 
the same pattern as for Case A„ 
From the foregoing discussion, the following theorem can be 
stated: 
Theorem 4 
Let the prescribed driving-point admittance of the resistively 
terminated network of Figure 7 be 
M n + hi 
11 M + N 
and let the prescribed transfer admittance be 
21 
21 M2 + N2 
for Case A 
M21 
Y 2 i = K~nr2
 f o r Case B 
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where M, M ,, M~ and NL, are even polynomials and N, N1,, N_ 
and N91 are odd polynomials in s. The two-port network of that fig-
ure is realizable as a lossless network with two current-controlled 
voltage sources embedded in it if the conditions under Case A or Case B 
below are satisfied: 
Case A 
1. M1,/N is a reactance function with M,, and N having no 
common factors0 
20 My^N is a reactance function with A/L and N having no 
common factors0 
3c Deg M = deg M > deg M0 
40 After choosing p large enough so that (pM - M)/N is a 
reactance function, it is possible to factor the matrix 
NNn - MM 
NN 21 N(pN2 -N) - M(pM2 -M) 
so t h a t [y ] . and [,y]91 a re s a t i s f a c t o r y submatr ices 0 
Case B 
1. N n / M is a reactance function with N,, and M having *io 
common factors, 
2„ N^/M is a reactance function with N 9 and M having no 
common factors,, 
3o Deg N n = deg N„ > deg N. 
4. After choosing p large enough so that (pNL - N)/M is a 
reactance function, it is possible to factor the matrix 
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MM - NN 
MM 21 
M(pM2 -M) - N(pN2 - N). 
so that [y]-|o and [y]oi a r e satisfactory submatrices, 
To illustrate the procedure presented in this section, suppose 
that the prescribed driving-point admittance for the network of Figure 
7 is 
Ml 1 + Nll 2 JU R 1 
11 11 s + 5s + 1 
11 " M + N 2 , , _ 
s + s + 2 
(111) 
and that the prescribed transfer admittance is 
'21 10s 
21 M + N 2 , _ , 0 s + 2s + 3 
(112) 
Case A is indicat€?d since Y has the proper form for that 
case and also Conditions 1, 2 and 3 under Case A of Theorem 4 are satis-
fied. For this case, o must be chosen such that 
^2_:LM P(S 2 + 3) - (s2 + 2) 
N s 
is a reactance function. The choice p = 2 gives 
PM 2 - M s2 + 
which is reactance as desiredo With this choice of p, Equations (107), 
(108), (109) and (110) give the admittance parameters for the two-port 
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network of Figure 7* The admittance matrix is 
[y] = - o — 
s + s + 2 
s + 5s + 1 
20 s s + 3s'+ 4 
(113) 
The synthesis procedure of Chapter III is now used to realize 
Equation (113) as a lossless two-port network with two current-controlled 
voltage sources embedded in it„ Equations (33), (40) and (38) give 
[ y ] n -
KJ x 
s 2 + 1 
s 2 + 4_ 
(114) 
[R][y]o, = - ? [ " ] = r 23 n 
• s 2 - 2 
(115) 
[y^M^yy]^ 
[ n n , .. •" mm, , 1 
s + 2s - 2 
20s' s - 3s - 8 
(116) 
The mat r ix of the r i gh t -hand member of Equation (116) ftiust be 
2 
factored0 Replacing s by. x and designating the resulting matrix by 
[r^] gives 
[r„] -
s + 2x - 2 
20x 3x - 8 
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from which 
|r. .| = (-x2 + 2x - 2)(-x2 - 3x - 8) 
ij 
= (x - 1 - jl) (x - 1 + jl)(x2 + 3x + 8) 
The matrix factorization technique of Chapter III can be used to remove 
a matrix of linear elements from [r. „] •> Using the pair of conjugate 
complex zeros x., x = 1 ± jl and choosing b.. = 1, that factoriza-
tion procedure "gives 
[r. .] = 














x - 1 
Having the factors of [r. „], it can be seen that Equation 
(116).is satisfied when 
Ml3 = s 
2 
s + 1 
160 2 880 







[ R ] / (117) 
and 
r 
[y] 21 i [< 
2 JL 5 s + -
160 2 220 
73 S 73 
73 
60 
















Equations (117) and (118) become 
^ 1 3 4C 00s 
•73s + 73 73 





60s + 100 73 
-160s2 + 220 73s2 - 73 
(120) 
(121) 
With the choices indicated in Equations (119), the coefficient matrix is 









2 1 9 t 2 J ^ 
15 (s + 2) 
o 1 (»a«) 
(122) 
Using Equations (114), (120), (121) and (122), the admittance matrix 
for the lossless six-port network becomes 
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[y] = 400 
400 0 60 -160 -73 
0 400 0 73 -160 
60 0 k(«0 
K33 
0 -10,85 
160 73 0 k(°°) 
K44 
0 
-73 -16 0 -10. 85 0 K55 










400 0 100 220 73 
0 1600 -73 -73 880 
100 -73 k(o) 
K33 
0 =21 o 




73 880 -21 o 7 0 k(o) 
*55 









The first term of the right-hand member of this equation is realizable 
as a network of capacitors and the second term as a network of inductors0 
Connecting these in parallel gives the lossless six-port networko 
The coefficients of the controlled sources are the elements of [R]o 
Connecting these sources to the appropriate ports of the lossless six-
port network gives a two-port realization of Equation (113)0 Terminating 
this two-port network in a one-ohm resistor as indicated by Figure 8 
gives a realization of the driving-point and transfer admittance of 
Equations (ill) and (112) respectively,, 
Summary 
In the first section of this chapter, a technique useful in the 















Figure 8. Resistively Terminated Two-port Network 
Realizing the Driving-point and Transfer 
Admittances Given by Equations (ill) 
and (1.1.2) respectively. 
SI 
developedo This procedure makes use of a pair of conjugate complex 
zeros of det r.. to reduce the degree of the elements of two columns 
U 
of [r. „]. The technique is an extension of that developed for 2 x 2 
matrices in Chapter III. 
The two-port network terminated in a resistor was considered in 
the second section,, A procedure and some sufficient conditions were 
given for using the synthesis procedure of Chapter III for finding a 
two-port network with two current-controlled voltage sources embedded in 
it when the transfer and driving-point admittances for the terminated 




This investigation has resulted in some useful synthesis proce-
dures for lossless networks with controlled sources embedded in them0 
In this chapter, some remarks will be made regarding the solutions 
offered in this thesiso 
For the lossless one-port network with one current-controlled 
voltage source emhedded in it, the sufficient conditions which are given 
in Theorem 2 ensure that the one-port synthesis procedure will be suc-
cessful, It should be noted that these conditions are not necessary0 
For example, the function 
0,1s - 8s + 1,5s + 5 
y = ——-j-—• — 
s + 14s - 1 
does not satisfy the conditions under either Case A or Case B of 
Theorem 2C However, multiplication of both numerator and denominator 
by the augmenting function 
m + n = 10s + 1 o o 
gives 
0.1s3 - 8s2 + lobs + 5 10s + 1 
y := _ _ _ 
s + 14s - 1 i°s + 1 
79.9s3 + 7s2 + 51.5s + 5 
10s4 + s3 + 140s2 + 4s - 1 
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which does satisfy the conditions under Case A of Theorem 2. Thus, y 
is realizable as a driving-point admittance of a lossless network with 
one current-controlled voltage source embedded in it*, The problem of 
finding the augmenting function m + n to make the prescribed func-
tion realizable by a network of this class has not been solved. 
A synthesis procedure was developed for the lossless two-port 
network with two current-controlled voltage sources embedded in it„ For 
use with this procedure a technique was developed for factoring a 2 x 2 
matrix of polynomial elements when the determinant of that matrix has 
complex zeroSo In the development of this technique, sufficient condi-
tions were given (in the hypothesis) for the removal of a matrix of 
linear elements,, This removal leaves a matrix having elements one degree 
lower than those of the original matrix0 One shortcoming of the tech-
nique is that there is no assurance that the reduced matrix will satisfy 
the conditions ensuring that a second matrix of linear elements can be 
removedo In other words, no conditions on the given matrix have been 
found to ensure that the factorization technique can be repeated the 
desired number of times0 This does not appear to be a serious short-
coming because the sufficient conditions for the removal of a matrix of 
linear elements are very leniento 
The application of the synthesis procedure of Chapter III to the 
N-port case requires the factorization of an N x N matrix [r.„] 
having polynomial elements*. It was shown in Chapter IV that if [r. „] 
satisfied certain conditions, then a pair of conjugate complex zeros 
of det r,. could be used to reduce by one the degree of the elements of 
two columns of [r, 0 ] . Attempts to determine the exact conditions on 
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[r. .] under which the technique could be applied to all columns were not 
successful. Again, however, the sufficient conditions for the reduction 
of the degree of the elements of two columns are very lenient. Hence, 
it appears that most matrices will allow the technique to be repeated so 
long as the determinant has a pair of conjugate complex zeros. Addi-
tional work on the problem of factoring N x N matrices whose determin-
ants have complex zeros seems desirable. 
The application of the N-port synthesis procedure for N = 1 
gives the same identification for the lossless network parameters as 
the procedure of Chapter II. In this case, of course, the factorization 
of the N x N matrix becomes simply the factorization of a polynomial. 
The two-port synthesis procedure can be used in the problem of 
finding a two-port network such that when that network is terminated in 
a resistor, it will have a prescribed transfer function and a prescribed 
driving-point admittance. To ensure success, the prescribed transfer 
and driving-point admittances must satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4 
but can be otherwise arbitrary. This allows the transfer admittance to 
be prescribed with a large multiplicative constant and thus allows a 
power gain from port 1 to the terminating resistor. Also, it allows 
the driving-point admittance to be prescribed independently, to some 
extent, of the transfer admittance. 
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APPENDIX I 
NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 
FOR A LOSSLESS NETWORK 
The synthesis procedures developed in this thesis and the proofs 
of the theorems depend on the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
lossless networks. For the convenience of the reader, these conditions 
are given in this appendix. The theorem which is stated below is Theorem 
7-12 in a book by Weinberg (8). 
Theorem 
A symmetric N -order matrix of real rational functions is reali-
zable as the [y] of an LC network (containing ideal transformers) if 
and only if it satisfies the three conditions: 
1. For i = 1,2,...,N, v.. is an F. „ function. 
' ' ' n LC 
2. Each of the matrix elements y. . for i £ j is a nonconstant 
'ij ' 
function that has only simple poles on the j axis with real residues. 
3o The matrix of residues at each pole s (including a possible 
pole at infinity) is positive semidefinite. 
In the above theorem an F „ function means a reactance function; 
i.ee, one that is realizable as the driving-point admittance of an LC 
network. 
In regard to Condition 2, it should be noted that for y.. the 
real residues may have zero value at every pole. Thus, y. . s 0 for 
i f j does not render the [y] unrealizable. Condition 2 may be 
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replaced by Condition 2a, which may be more convenient for some uses. 
2a. Each of the matrix elements y.. for i f j is an odd 
function that has only j axis poles and those are simple. 
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APPENDIX II 
A MATRIX FACTORIZATION TECHNIQUE FOR USE WHEN 
THE DETERMINANT HAS REAL ZEROS 
In this appendix a technique will be given for factoring an N x N 
matrix of polynomial elements when the determinant of that matrix has a 
sufficient number of distinct real zeros. The development of this tech-
nique can be found in papers by Sandberg (6), (7) and in a book by Su (l). 
Throughout this appendix i, j = 1,2,...,N unless otherwise stated. 
Suppose that 
1. [r..] is the matrix to be factored. 
2. r. . are polynomials in x with degree L. 
3. |r. .| 3* 0 . 
4. x , x , ...,x, are k distinct real zeros of |r. . |. 
1 2. K 1J 
The first step in the procedure is to determine a nonsingular real 
matrix 





such that the product [r..][c 1 has one of the linear factors of |r..I 
V L 1 j . J L v J 1J 
say (x - x ), in every element of the 
defined by 
th column. If that product is 
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[r. .][c ] = [i\ .] , 
ij v ij 
then 
r. . = r. . for j f v 
and 
r. = r.-c. + r.0c_ + ... + r...c.. iv ll lv i2 2v lN Nv 
with r. containing the factor (x - x.). An important feature in this 
procedure is that only the v column is modified, leaving all other 
columns unchanged, 
To determine the matrix [c ], the following system of homogeneous 
linear equations must be solved for the unknowns c. , c^ ,.... c., and 
^ lv' 2v' ' Nv 
furthermore c must be nonzero: 
vv 
T.AX )c. + r10(x )c0 + ... + r...(x )cK1 = 0 11 v lv 12 v 2v IN v Nv 
r01(x )c. + rno(x ) cn + ... -I- rOM(x ) c.. = 0 21 v lv 22 v 2v 2N v Nv (Al) 
r M 1 (x )c + rM O(x )c_ + . . . + rMK1(x )c = 0 Nl v lv N2 v 2v NN v Nv 
I t has been shown ( l ) , ( 6 ) , (7) t h a t i f the i n e q u a l i t y 
k > L(N - 1) (A2) 
is satisfied, then there exists a zero of r.. , call it x , for 
which the system of Equations (Al) has a solution with c ^ 0 . Choosing 




Since the zeros of |[r. .][c ]| are identical to those of [r. .|, 
the Inequality (A2) ensures that the above procedure can be applied to 
the product [r..][c ] for some new value of v, say u. Furthermore, 
applying that procedure to the matrix [r..][c ] will change only the 
u column and will not destroy the work of the previous step (or 
steps). Thus, if the above procedure is performed successively for 
v = 1 , 2 , . . . , N , every element of the v column of the product 
[ r . . ] [ c ] [ c _ ] . . , [ c ] w i l l conta in the f ac to r (x - x ) for v = l , 2 , . . . , N 
Then, the product can be w r i t t e n as 
[ r . j ] [ c 1 ] [ c 2 ] . . . [ c N ] = [ g . . ] 
(x - x ) 
(x - x2) 
X - *N )J 
(A3) 
where the elements of [g. .] are the same as those of the product 
[r..][c,}[c_]..,[cN] except for the factor (x - x ), which has been 
+• Vi 
removed from the v column of that product. Clearly, the degree of 
g, . is L - 1 or less. Defining [h. .] by 
[h. .] = 
(x •- xx) 
(x - x2) 
<x - *nU 
[^...[Cg]'1!^]"1 (A4) 
Equation (A3) becomes 
[r. .] - [g. .][h. .] 
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From Equation (A4) it can be seen that the degree of h. . is one or less. 
If it is desired to remove k factors such as ("h. .1, then the 
Inequality (A2) must be satisfied (to ensure success) after the removal 
+ K 
of the (k - l) factor. This requires that 
k - N(k - 1) > (L - k + 1)(N - 1) 
from which 
k > L(N - 1) + k - 1 (A5) 
It should be emphasized that Inequality (A5), as well as (A2), is a suf-
ficient condition only; i.e., it ensures that k matrices having linear 
elements can be removed from [r..] leaving a matrix having elements of 
degree L - k or less. Usually the factorization procedure described in 
this appendix is applicable, even when the Inequality (A5) is not satis-
fiedo In order to remove k factors such as [~h. .1 it is necessary 
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